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ABOUT I-GARD
I-Gard’s commitment to electrical safety provides both industrial and commercial
customers with the products needed to protect their electrical equipment and the
people that operate them.
As the only electrical-safety focused company whose product portfolio includes
neutral grounding resistors, high-resistance grounding systems and optical arc
mitigation, we take pride in our technologies that reduce the frequency and
impact of electrical hazards, such as arc flash and ground faults.
For those customers who have purchased from us over the last 30 years, you
know us for the quality and robustness of our products, our focus on customer
service and technical leadership. We build on this foundation by investing
in developing new products in electrical safety education - including EFC
scholarship program - by actively participating in the IEEE community programs
on technical and electrical safety standard, and working with local universities
at discovering new technologies. We remain unrelenting in our goal of improving
electrical safety in the workplace.
Our commitment to excellence is validated by long-standing relationships
with industry leaders in fields as diverse as oil and gas, hospitals, automotive,
data centers, food processing, aerospace, water and waste water plants, and
telecommunications. We provide them with the product and application support
required to ensure that their electrical distribution system is safe and reliable.
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1. rating and testing neutral grounding resistors
1.1 IEEE-32-1972 Standards
IEEE-32 is the standard used for rating and testing neutral grounding resistors. The most important parameters
to consider from IEEE-32 are: the allowable temperature rise of the element for different “on” times; the applied
potential tests; the dielectric tests; and the resistance tolerance tests that are required. I-Gard neutral grounding
resistors are designed and built to pass all these rigorous tests.
1.2 Time Rating
IEEE Standard 32 specifies standing time ratings for Neutral Grounding Resistors (NGR’s) with permissible
temperature rises above 30°C ambient as shown in Table 1. Time ratings indicate the time the grounding resistor can
operate under fault conditions without exceeding the temperature rises.
1.2.1 Ten Second Rating
This rating is applied on NGR’s which are used with a protective relay to prevent damage to both the NGR and
the protected equipment. The relay must clear the fault within 10 seconds. The rated-time temperature rise of
10 second shall be taken as the sum of the steady-state rise and the additional rise caused by the flow of rated
current for rated time.
1.2.2 One Minute Rating
One NGR is often used to limit ground current on several outgoing feeders. This reduces equipment damage,
limits voltage rise and improves voltage regulation. Since grounds could occur in rapid succession on different
feeders, a 10 second rating is not satisfactory. The one-minute rating is applied. The rated-time temperature rise
of 60 second shall be taken as the sum of the steady-state rise and the additional rise caused by the flow of rated
current for rated time.
1.2.3 Ten Minute Rating
This rating is used infrequently. Some engineers specify a 10 minute rating to provide an added margin of safety.
There is, however, a corresponding increase in cost.
Table 1: IEEE-32 Time Rating and Permissible Temperature Rises for Neutral Grounding Resistors

Time Rating (On Time)

Permissible temp rise (above 30oC)

Ten Seconds (short time)

760OC

One Minute (short time)

760OC

Ten Minutes (short time)

610OC

Extended Time

610OC

Steady State (continous)

385OC
*CSA permissible rise is 375°C over 40°C ambient on a continuous duty

1.2.4 Extended Time Rating
This is applied where a ground fault is permitted to persist for longer than 10 minutes and where the NGR will not
operate at its temperature rise for more than an average of 90 days per year.
1.2.5 Continuous Rating
This rating applies where the NGR is expected to be operating under ground fault conditions for more than an
average of 90 days per year and/ or it is desirable to keep the temperature rise below 385°C.

1.3 Tests
An applied potential test (HI-POT) is required to test the insulation of the complete assembly (or sections thereof).
For 600 V or less, the applied potential test is equal to twice the rated voltage of the assembly (or section) plus
1,000 V. For ratings above 600 V, the applied potential test is equal to 2.25 times the rated voltage, plus 2,000 V. The
resistance tolerance test allows plus or minus 10% of the rated resistance value.

1.4 Standards and Certification
1.4.1 Product Standards
• ANSI/IEEE Std. 32-1972 (Reaffirmed 1990) – IEEE Standard Requirements, Terminology, and Test Procedure
for Neutral Grounding Devices
• Canadian Standards Association (CSA): The Canadian Electrical Code is a publication issued by CSA. Part I
establishes safety standards for the installation and maintenance of electrical equipment. Part II consists of
safety standards governing the construction, testing, and marking of electrical equipment.
• For resistors to be certified by CSA they must meet the following Criteria:
a) CAN/CSA-C22.2 No. 0-M91 (R2006) - General Requirements Canadian Electrical Code, Part ll
b) CAN/CSA-C22.2 No. 0.4-04 (R2009) - Bonding of Electrical Equipment
c) CAN/CSA-C22.2 No. 14-10 Industrial Control Equipment
d) CAN/CSA-C22.2 No. 94-M91 (R2006) – Special Purpose Enclosures
e) CSA - T.I.L. No. D-31 – Interim Certification Requirement for Neutral Grounding Resistor Assemblies
• For resistors to be listed by UL they must meet the following Criteria:
a) UL 508 Industrial Control Equipment – Jan. 1999
b) UL 50 Enclosures for Electrical Equipment – Sep. 2007
c) ANSI/IEEE Std. 32-1972 (Reaffirmed 1990)
In addition, factory tests must be conducted at the conclusion of manufacture and before shipment of each
resistor assembly. I-Gard Corporation is licensed by CSA and supplies CSA certified equipment when specified
by the customer.
1.4.2 Installation Codes
•
•
•
•

NEC – NFPA 70 -250.36 -High impedance grounded neutral systems
CEC – NFPA 70 -250.186 - Impedance grounded neutral systems
CEC - C22.1-09 – Section 10-1100 to 10-1108 – Installation of neutral grounding devices
CEC - C22.1-09 – Section 6-412 - Metering requirements for impedance grounded systems

1.4.3 Specific Applications
• CAN/CSA M421-00 U se of electricity in mines
• NEC– NFPA 70 -250.188 - Grounding of systems supplying portable or mobile equipment.
1.4.4 List of Acronyms
•
•
•
•
•

NEC: National Electrical Code
CEC: Canadian Electrical Code
NFPA: National Fire Protection Associations
UL: Under writers Laboratories
CSA: Canadian Standards Association

2. selection of neutral grounding resistors
2.1 Factors to Consider
Over the years, the standard practice for neutral grounding in industrial plants has been solid grounding for
low voltage, low resistance grounding for medium voltage and solid or ungrounded for high voltage. Recently
the trend on low and medium voltage systems has been to use high resistance grounding; with all the inherent
advantages it offers the user.

Today, the grounding trend has become:
a) Low voltage systems – high resistance grounding
b) Medium voltage systems – high or low resistance grounding
c) High voltage systems – solid grounding or ungrounded
The following factors should be considered when rating neutral grounding resistors:
a) The capacitance-to-ground charging current of the circuit being protected. The rule of thumb value is:
• On systems of 600 volts or lower, 0.5 amp per 1000 kVA of transformer capacity.
• On medium voltage systems, (above 1000 volts), 1.0 amp per 1000 kVA of transformer capacity.
b) The maximum ground fault current permitted on the system, after taking into consideration point a) above. This
determines the amount of fault damage considered acceptable underground fault conditions.
c) How important is it to maintain operation in the presence of a single ground fault. Do you choose to shut down
immediately, or continue to run?
d) The type and characteristics of the sensing relays, fault clearing relays, and circuit isolating devices. Ground
fault relays are generally selected to operate at less than 80% of the maximum current allowed by the
grounding resistor. To provide maximum system protection with minimum system damage, the trend is to
select lower current ratings.
e) Safety to operating personnel. Although last on this list it is the preeminent consideration.
2.2 The Selection Process
Whether solid or resistance grounding is selected, it is necessary to ground each voltage level to achieve the protection
and advantages of neutral grounding. The ground connection should be at the neutral lead of the generator or the
power transformer bank or at the main bus (See Figure 1b). In other words, ground at the power source, not at the load.
The ground connection should always be on the secondary of the transformer (See Figure 1a).

Figure 1a: Location for the one ground connection for each separately derived system

Figure 1b: Grounding of system with more than one separately derived section
The grounding resistor current is equal to the current in the fault. Thus, the current is practically equal to line-to-neutral
voltage divided by the resistance in ohms.
For example, on a 4160 volt, 3-phase system grounded by a 12 ohm resistor. The line-to-neutral voltage is 4160 N/3 or
2400 volts. The ground current will be 2400/12 or 200 amperes. Therefore, for this example, the ground fault current
would be limited to 200 amperes, and the rating of the resistor would be 2400 volts and 200 amps.
Let-through current of NGR:
For high resistance grounded systems, the fault current has to be higher than the system capacitive current to avoid restriking and to be lower than required in the code to operate continuously. The selection of the NGR let-through current
for low resistance grounded systems is generally determined by the following factors:
1. System charging current
2. Types of motors
3. Coordination, and
4. Protection scheme and sensitivity of protection devices.
Traditionally, the let-through current of NGR is very high due to the limitation of sensing devices. With the development
of modern high accuracy sensing devices like core balanced zero sequence current sensor, high current is no longer
necessary. However, if residually connected CTs are used, the fault current must be at least 400Amps.
In general, the lower the fault current, the smaller the damage at the fault. It is desirable to keep the fault current as low
as possible. If the motors are being protected, then keeping the fault current low also helps in lowering the damage to
the laminations at the fault point on the occurrence of a fault in the stator.
For Star-connected motors, the feeder ground fault protection relay trips at 10% to 20% of the resistor let-through
current. 10% is the minimum but may lead to nuisance tripping. This can be increased to 20% in case nuisance
tripping occurs. This setting allows capture the ground fault that occurs in the stator winding close to the neutral point
(within 10%- 20%), where the voltage to drive the ground fault will only be 10%-20% of rated, hence the fault current
will be 10%-20% of the resistor let- through current rating.
For Delta-connected motors, the minimum fault current for a delta winding is 50%, regardless where the earth fault is
located in the winding, it will always be between 50%-100% of the line to neutral voltage; hence, the fault current will be
at least 50% of resistor let-through current. A ground fault pickup setting from 20% to 50% is acceptable.

The trip setting of the ground fault relay should be equal to or higher than the system charging current to avoid
nuisance tripping of un-faulted feeders whose ground fault sensors will sense each of their own feeder’s contribution
to system charging current during earth fault elsewhere in the system.
For example, the system capacitance current is 15A for a medium voltage system and a pickup rating of 20A is chosen.
If motor is Wye-connected and 15% of let- through current, the NGR should be rated:
Ig > = 20/0.15 =133 Amps
If the motor is Delta-connected and 30% pickup level is chosen, the fault current should be:
Ig > = 20/0.3 = 66 Amps
The pickup setting should consider coordination to allow selectively tripping for ground fault protection devices for
feeders, branches, and bus.
The time rating would be selected based on the length of time that the faulted circuit is allowed to be energized after
the fault occurs. Time is integrally related to the maximum allowable resistor temperature and to the “shut down”
requirements of the particular application. In the days of rotating disc relays it was necessary to build in time for
relay operation.
With modern electronic relays, circuits can be interrupted reliable in less than one second. The only time
consideration required is the shut down requirements of the application:
Standard time ratings are:
•
10 seconds 760OC resistor maximum temperature rise
•

60 seconds 760OC resistor maximum temperature rise

•

Continuous 375OC resistor maximum temperature rise above 40OC ambient (CSA)

Extended duty (610OC temp rise) and 30 seconds are also used occasionally.
And finally, the type of enclosure is selected.
Typical enclosure types are:
a) Open frame construction where the resistor is not expected to be exposed to the elements and is installed in
switchgear or transformer compartments to protect people from unintentional contact with live or hot components.
b) NEMA 3R – Indoor/outdoor enclosures where it is expected that the resistors will be exposed to the elements.
NEMA 3R enclosures can be used in NEMA 1, NEMA 2 and NEMA 3R environments.
I-Gard NEMA 3R enclosures include solid side covers and elevated hood. This gives superior protection against
ingress of rain, sleet, and hail, with maximum ventilation.
The neutral grounding resistor is rated as follows:
•
Voltage: Line-to-neutral voltage of the system to which it is connected.
•

Initial Current: The let-through current which will flow through the resistor with rated voltage applied.

•

Time: The “on time” for which the resistor can operate without exceeding the allowable temperature rise.

•

Enclosure: Open, or NEMA 3R

Unusual operating conditions are as follows: High Ambient, Corrosive Atmosphere, Altitude, Non-Linear Loads,
Classified Areas and Seismic zones.
High Ambient
In high ambient temperature conditions, transformer & resistor derating and sizing is required and should be
specified accordingly. I-Gard NGR elements are selected to ensure sufficient fault current is available to positively
actuate the ground fault relay and that fault current does not decrease by more than 10% between ambient and
the full operating temperature. In this regard, I-Gard uses NGR element materials that do not have a temperature
coefficient greater than 0.0002 Ohms/OC since element material is critical in ensuring operating performance of
a neutral grounding resistor. Both IEC Std. 62271-200 & ANSI/IEEE Std. C37.20.2 for medium voltage Metal Clad
switch gears base temperature rise on a maximum ambient temperature of 40OC.
Corrosive Atmospheres
I-Gard can design and provide resistors for such application. Such atmospheres should be indicated when resistors
are ordered.
Altitude
Derating of resistors is unnecessary for altitudes up to 5000 feet or 1500 MASL, however for higher altitudes unusual
service conditions exist where dielectric strength of air insulated parts and current carrying capacity of resistors
and conductors are affected which require special design considerations. I-Gard possesses the know how to derate
and apply the appropriate correction factors for NGRs for such conditions. Application at high altitude should be
indicated when NGR’s are ordered.
Non-Linear Loads
When non linear loads due to drives or ballasts which generate harmonics are present on the system, zero sequence
voltages are impressed on the neutral causing high neutral current. This causes heating of the resistor. The resistor
elements should be derated to allow for this harmonic current.
Classified Areas
The neutral grounding resistors normally require ventilation and they generate heat when fault current flows through
the resistor. Please consult I-Gard when such applications arise.
Seismic Zones
The neutral grounding resistor and its enclosure must be specially designed for such application and adequate bracing
must be provided. Please consult I-Gard when such applications arise.

3. Recommended resistor design for
resistance grounDing
3.1 Low Resistance Grounding
Low resistance grounding of the neutral limits the ground fault current to a high level (typically 25 amps or more)
in order to operate protective fault clearing relays and current transformers.

These devices are then able to quickly clear the fault, usually within a few seconds. The importance of this fast
response time is that it: Limits damage to equipment, prevents additional faults from occurring, provides safety
for personnel and localizes the fault. The limited fault current and fast response time also prevent overheating and
mechanical stress on conductors. However, like the solidly grounded neutral system, the faulted circuit must be
opened and fault isolated after the first ground fault.
Low resistance grounding is used on medium voltage systems above 5KV where the system’s charging current
is higher than 10A. On distribution systems above 5KV neutral grounding resistors should allow an adequate
amount of current, and relays must trip on the occurrence of a fault.
Low resistance grounding resistors are typically rated for 10 seconds, and are commonly used on medium and
high voltage systems. They can be designed for let-through currents from 25A to 1000A to suit the application.
Edgewound type stainless-steel power resistors have proven superior for low resistance grounding applications
because of the rapid heating and very high temperature encountered (over 800°C). The element is mounted on
porcelain supports, which are not affected by the high temperatures or high voltages. The sturdy, helical-coiled
element is free to expand and does not deform when heated.
Some manufacturers offer stamped and cast alloy grid resistors for this application, but the mica paper insulation
they incorporate limits the temperature at which they can operate. The mica paper insulation can also absorb
moisture and fail while the flat grid stampings may severely warp when rapidly heated.
Another drawback is that grids have hot spots which may burn when overloaded by a fault. In very old systems,
cast iron grids were used, but these were plagued with problems of rusting, cracking, and significant increases
in resistance with temperature rise. Because of the problems associated with using alloy grid resistors for low
resistance neutral grounding, I-Gard strongly recommends edgewound resistors for this application.
The advantages offered by edgewound resistors include:
• Even heating
• Freedom from warpage during rapid heating
• Excellent self support
• Reliable high temperature/high voltage porcelain insulation
• Reliable stability of current let-through
It is essential that all terminals, interconnections, and terminal hardware should be made from stainless steel and
welded to enhance the reliability of the connections. This will ensure that the resistance value remains stable and
the resistor is reliably connected to the system over many repeated heating/cooling cycles of fault currents.
The element material should be made from a special grade of electrical alloy with a low temperature coefficient
of resistance. This prevents the resistance value from increasing significantly as the resistor is heated beyond a
bright, red hot glow, and also keeps the value of the fault current stable for proper metering and relaying.
To ensure sufficient fault current is available to positively actuate the ground fault relay and that the fault current
does not decrease by more than 20% between ambient and the full operating temperature (CSA T.I.L.
D-31), it is recommended that the NGR element material to be specified to have a temperature coefficient not
greater than 0.0002 ohms /°C. Please consult I-Gard when such applications arise.

3.2 High Resistance Grounding
High resistance grounding of the neutral limits the ground fault current to a very low level (typically under
25 amps). It is used on medium and low voltage systems where continuity of operations is important. Most
industrial distribution systems and critical facilities with distribution systems in medium and low voltage are ideal
candidates for high resistance grounding.
“For low voltage power distribution systems, high resistance grounding enhances reliability and is proven
effective in significantly reducing the frequency and severity of arc flash accident s.” 2003 IEEE IAS Safety
Workshop.
I-Gard has all the high resistance grounding products that cover your applications. From basic to the ultimate
in protection, I-Gard has an HRG system that meets and exceeds your needs. With significant expenditure
dedicated annually to product development and application research, I-Gard leads the way in bringing innovative
new products to the market with a commitment to reducing electrical hazards. I-Gard’s high resistance grounding
systems allow you to protect your production, equipment and personnel by detecting and locating a ground fault
without power interruption.
High resistance grounding resistors are usually continuously rated with an allowable element temperature rise
of 385°C (375°C for CSA). They feature banks of durable wirewound-type power resistors with suitable indoor or
outdoor enclosures, and may also include terminal junction boxes for connection.
The wirewound power resistors feature nickel chromium or stainless steel wire, wound onto high quality porcelain
cores. High temperatures and voltages are usually not a problem in these lower wattage, low voltage assemblies.
High resistance grounding allows the system to operate with an active ground fault while steps are taken to find
and remove the faulted device or conductor. This facilitates the use of pulsing systems to vastly reduce the time
necessary to find a fault and parallel systems to improve the reliability of the resistance system.
3.3 Resistor Monitoring
A resistance monitoring relay is a device that monitors the continuity and health of the neutral grounding resistor.
In many applications such as underground mining, a resistor monitoring relay is a mandatory component in
Canada. The monitor can provide both indication and tripping functions as needed to ensure that the power
system is always safely grounded.
The resistance monitor can operate with or without a ground fault present on the system. If the system is faulted,
the monitor uses a NGRS (neutral grounding resistor sensor) to determine the fault current as well as a ZSCS
(zero sequence current sensor) to read the neutral voltage (both of these sensors are mandatory). The ratio of
voltage to current gives the resistance of the NGR, the relay calculates the resistance and trips if it exceeds the
preset thresholds.
Additionally the NGR monitor can detect an open NGR condition when there is no ground fault on the system.
The monitor can automatically select its mode of operation depending on the level of fault current on the system.
I-Gard offers the Sigma relay in conjunction with any I-Gard TxA-type ZSCS and a wide variety of NGRS sensing
resistors (for various system voltages). Low and medium voltage NGRS sense resistors are offered, it is important
to match the NGR’s rated voltage to your system voltage for proper relay operation.

4. OTHER METHODS OF GROUNDING
4.1 Single Phase Transformer and Loading Resistor
If the system has a star point, which is available, a single phase distribution transformer can be used in
conjunction with a loading resistor, to provide high resistance grounding. This connection is commonly used for
medium voltage systems. Figure 3 shows a typical schematic.

The primary of the transformer is connected from the system neutral to ground. The loading resistor is connected
across the transformer secondary. The resistor should be sized the same way as a neutral grounding resistor,
except that it will be reduced in value by the square of the turn’s ratio of the transformer.
When a ground fault occurs downstream of the grounding transformer, ground fault current flows through the
fault, back through the bonding system to the grounding transformer. The loading resistor limits the current flow
in the secondary winding, which in turn limits the flow of the ground fault current back into the system through the
primary of the grounding transformer.

The resistor is normally sized to allow a primary ground fault current in the range of 2 to 12 Amps. The
transformer should be sized accordingly. The transformer primary voltage rating should be the same as the
system line-to-line voltage. The secondary voltage is normally 240 or 120 V.
An overcurrent relay should be used to protect the transformer in case of an internal fault. Edgewound and
punched grid resistors are best for this low voltage high current application. A complete grounding package
consists of a transformer and a resistor wired to a terminal block, inside a freestanding enclosure. For systems
where the neutral is available, grounding through a resistor directly or through a single phase transformer and
loading resistor has the same electrical performance.
However, some electrical engineers prefer to use a single phase transformer when the let-through current is
low. The historic reason is that old-fashioned mechanical relays and current transformers were limited by the
sensitivity. The use of a single-phase transformer increases the sensing current for the old-style relays to pick
up on the transformer secondary. Thanks to the development of high sensitivity current sensors and digital
protection relays, this is no longer necessary. Using a neutral grounding resistor directly without a transformer is
sufficient and economical.
4.2 Grounding Transformers
In many existing low and medium voltage systems, the system neutral may not be available. This is particularly
true on Delta and ungrounded Wye Connected Systems. To be able to ground these systems, grounding
transformers can be used to create a neutral, which in turn can be connected to ground either directly, or more
commonly, through a neutral grounding resistor (NGR). These combinations are known as artificial neutrals.
Grounding transformers may be either Zigzag or Wye-Delta type. The operation of each is similar. They present
high impedance to normal 3 phase current, so that under normal conditions only a small magnetizing current
flows in the transformer winding. But, under line-to-ground fault conditions, a low impedance path is provided for
the zero sequence currents. These currents can flow through the fault, back through the neutral of the grounding
transformer to the power source, limited by the grounding resistor.
4.2.1 Zigzag Transformers
Of the two types, the Zigzag grounding transformer is more commonly used. It is a three-phase, dry type, aircooled, autotransformer with no secondary winding. Each phase has two identical windings, which are wound on
different core legs to give the high impedance to normal phase currents. The windings are connected in a Wye
configuration. The neutral point is then connected either directly or through a neutral grounding resistor (NGR) to
ground. This is shown in Figure 4.

When a ground fault occurs, ground fault current flows through the fault, back through ground and the NGR
to the Zigzag where the current is divided equally in each leg of the Zigzag. Since these three currents are all
equal and in time phase with each other (zero sequence), and because of the special Zigzag winding connections, they see a very low impedance. This allows the ground fault current to flow back into the system.
It can be seen that the ground fault current is only limited by the resistance of the ground fault, the NGR, and
the small reactance of the Zigzag.
The Zigzag transformer is continuously rated for a specific neutral current at rated phase-neutral voltage, without exceeding the temperature rise of the insulation class (class B up to 2400 V, class H above 2400 V).
The saturation voltage level is normally 1.5 times the rated phase-to-phase voltage.
The current and time rating of the Zigzag, when used with an NGR, should be the same as the NGR.
The Zigzag should be connected to the system on the line side of the main breaker, as close as possible to
the power transformer secondary terminals. When more than one power transformer is involved, one Zigzag is
required for each. Care should be taken not to have more than one Zigzag connected to the same section of
the system at the same time. They can also be connected to the main bus if the main bus will always be kept
energized from an alternate source.
Short circuit protection should be provided on each of the three line connections of the Zigzag.
Sizing fuses for Zigzag grounding transformer
When using Zigzag transformer to derive a Neutral, it is also recommended to use fuses to protect the Zigzag
transformer. The fuse should be rated at a current not exceeding 125% of the rated current per phase or 42%
of the ground fault current. That is:
lf = 1.25 x lg/3 = 0.42 x lg
Where If is the current of the fuse, Ig the ground fault current limited by the NGR. Table 2 shows the
recommended fuse current for high resistance grounding systems.
Table 2: Recommended fuse sizes for continuous duty rated artificial neutral

Artificial neutral current rating

fuse size amps

1A

0.5

2A

1.0

5A

3.0

10A

5.0

4.2.2 Wye-Delta Transformers
These grounding transformers have a Wye connected primary and Delta connected secondary. The three
primary line terminals are connected to the three-phase ungrounded power source. The neutral terminal is
connected either directly or through a neutral grounding resistor (NGR) to ground. The delta secondary is not
connected to any external circuit. This is shown in Figure 5.

During normal system conditions, the Wye-Delta grounding transformer operates unloaded, therefore
providing high impedance to the three phase system current. Only a small magnetizing current flows.
When a ground fault occurs downstream of the grounding transformer, ground fault current flows through
the fault, back through ground and the NGR to the Wye-Delta grounding transformer. The current is divided
equally in each leg of the Wye transformer. Since these three currents are all equal and in time phase with
each other (zero sequence) and since the Delta secondary is a closed series circuit, the ground fault current
only sees the transformer leakage reactance. This allows the ground fault current to flow back into the
system. The ground fault current is only limited by the resistance of the ground fault, the NGR, and the small
transformer leakage reactance.
The Wye-Delta grounding transformer is continuously rated for a specific neutral current at rated phase-toneutral voltage, without exceeding the temperature rise of the insulation class. The current and time rating of
the transformer, when used with an NGR, should be the same as the NGR.
The transformer primary voltage rating should be equal to or greater than the line-to-line voltage of the system
to which it is being connected. The Wye-Delta grounding transformer should be connected to the system on
the line side of the main breaker, as close as possible to the power transformer secondary terminals. When
more than one power transformer is involved, one grounding transformer is required for each.
Care should be taken not to have more than one grounding transformer connected to the same section of the
system at the same time. Short circuit protection should be provided on each of the primary line connections
of the Wye-Delta transformer.
4.2.3 Broken-Delta Grounding Transformer Configuration
In this configuration, the common three single phase transformer primaries are connected directly to ground. A
loading resistor is connected across the broken Delta-connected secondary. This is shown in Figure 6.

Sizing the Resistor
For MV systems having a power transformer with a delta-connected secondary, a grounding transformer bank is
connected to the power transformer secondary, and the grounding resistance is connected to the secondary of
this bank as shown in Figure 6. This permits the fault detecting and locating circuitry components to operate at
the secondary voltage level.
With this connection, the secondary current can be calculated by multiplying the transformer primary current
times the transformer ratio. This is the current through the grounding resistor, and its value establishes the
continuous current rating of the grounding resistor. The voltage across the resistor underground-fault conditions
is 1.73 times the secondary voltage of the grounding transformer bank (208 V for 120 V rating). The grounding
resistance required can be determined from these values of current and voltage.
For example, in Figure 6, the transformation ratio is:
4160 ÷ 120 = 34.67:1
For a fault current of 5A, primary current will be:
5 ÷ 3 = 1.67A
The secondary current will be:
1.67 x 34.67 = 57.9A
The required grounding resistance will be:
208 ÷ 57.9 = 3.6 ohms
This is seen by the fault current as a high resistance when in the primary. This resistor limits the current flow in
the closed Delta secondary windings, which in turn limits the ground fault current flow in each of the windings
of the Wye primary of the grounding transformer. The same precautions must be followed as for the Wye-Delta
grounding transformer described earlier.
The Zigzag transformer has the same electrical performance as Wye/Open-Delta transformer, and it is more
economical. First, the KVA rating of Zigzag transformer is only 1/√3 of that of Wye/delta transformer. Second,
Zigzag transformer consumes less power than Wye/Delta transformer due to the higher impedance to zerosequence voltage. Moreover, Zigzag transformer is more compact in size compared with Wye/Delta transformer
and thus contributes to saving cost on transportation.
4.2.4 Hybrid Grounding
The optimal method for grounding medium voltage generators is a combination of low resistance and high
resistance grounding. A low resistance grounded system comprises of a connection of the generator’s neutral
terminal to ground through a resistor. The resistor typically limits ground fault currents from 200 to 800 amps for
a short duration. The fault current is selected in order to minimize damage at the point of fault as well as provide
selective coordination of the protection system.
The greatest drawback of this type of system is when the ground fault occurs within the stator winding of the
generator. Experience shows that the ground fault will not be removed from the generator when the generator
breaker has opened. In fact, the generator will continue to supply the current through the ground fault until the
generator’s field excitation decays. The resulting physical damage to the generator is a function of the duration of
the fault, and its magnitude.

In a system with hybrid grounding, the generator is grounded using a combination of low resistance and high
resistance. The electrical system is effectively low resistance grounded for all ground faults on the system. If,
however the fault is a ground fault within the generator, the system would revert to a high resistance grounded
system and minimize the damage.
For more information on hybrid grounding of generators, refer to white paper ‘Addressing Ground Faults on MV
Generators’ by Sergio Panetta, I-Gard and David Shipp, Eaton Electrical Systems and Services.
4.3 Multiple Sources
When there are multiple sources and if one NGR is used on each source then the fault current increases and
the relaying becomes difficult due to variability of current based on sources connected at the time of fault. This
can be avoided and the relaying simplified if the grounding resistor is applied at the main bus through a Zigzag
transformer. Only one NGR is required in this case.

5. specifications
5.1 Specification for High-Voltage, Low-Resistance Type Neutral Grounding Resistors
Scope
This specification covers the design, manufacture and testing of high-voltage, low-resistance type neutral
grounding resistors (NGR) for installation outdoors onto a concrete pad or power transformer.
Applicable Standards
The NGR shall be designed, manufactured and tested as per the latest revisions of IEEE-32.
Ratings
The NGR shall be rated at 000 V line to ground, 000A [cont/10sec/60 sec/extended].
Resistors
The resistive elements shall be low temperature coefficient stainless steel, edge-wound around a ceramic core
and rigidly supported at each end by glazed porcelain insulators to allow for expansion due to heating.

To ensure sufficient fault current is available to positively actuate the over-current relay and that the fault current
does not decrease by more than 20% between ambient and the full operating temperature t the NGR element
material shall have a temperature coefficient not greater than 0.0002 ohms /°C. The resistors shall be mounted in
aluminum support frames, using stainless-steel hardware.
The entire resistor assembly shall be mounted on insulators rated for the system voltage. All resistor terminals
and interconnections between resistor units shall be stainless- steel using stainless-steel hardware including lock
washers. High current connections shall be spot or TIG welded as appropriate. Connections between resistors and
bushings or current transformers shall be by solid copper bus or copper cables.
Enclosures
The frame of the enclosure shall be made from structural steel angle, welded together, or heavy gauge steel, bolted
together with stainless steel hardware. The top of the enclosure shall be solid, slightly overhung and sloped. It shall
be embossed with stiffening ribs. The enclosure shall have forged eyebolts in each corner for lifting purposes. The
bottom of the enclosure shall be screened with expanded or perforated metal with openings of 1/2” or less. This
screening shall be welded or bolted in and is not removable. It shall be elevated 4”-6” above the base of the unit.
Bolt-on side covers on all four sides shall be solid. Screened covers may be furnished for certain applications.
Stainless-steel hardware shall be used. Louvered or screened openings shall not exceed 1/2”. A nameplate, fixed to
one side cover shall show the manufacturer and the complete rating. Painted enclosures shall be suitably sanded,
cleaned, primed and painted. Stainless steel and aluminum enclosures (in particular) shall be protected from
scratching during manufacture, assembly and shipment.
CSA Approved Enclosure
To meet CSA Type 3R outdoor requirements, solid side covers and elevated, hooded roof shall be supplied. All of
the other requirements outlined above shall be met.

5.2 Specification for Low or Medium-Voltage High-Resistance Type Neutral Grounding Resistors
Scope
This specification covers design, manufacture, and testing of low or medium voltage, high resistance type Neutral
Grounding Resistors (NGR) for installation indoors or outdoors onto a concrete pad or power transformer.
Applicable Standards
The NGR shall be designed, manufactured and tested as per the latest revisions of IEEE-32.
Ratings
The NGR shall be rated at 000 V line to ground, 000A [cont/10sec/extended].
Resistors
The resistive elements shall be low temperature coefficient stainless steel, edgewound around a ceramic core
and rigidly supported at each end by glazed porcelain insulators to allow for expansion due to heating. The
resistors shall be mounted in aluminum support frames, using stainless-steel hardware.
The entire resistor assembly shall be mounted on insulators rated for the system voltage.

All resistor terminals and interconnections between resistor units shall be stainless steel using stainless-steel
hardware including lock washers. High current connections shall be spot or TIG welded as appropriate.
Connections between resistors and bushings or current transformers shall be by solid copper bus or copper
cables.
Enclosures
5.2.1 Low-Voltage (600 V or less)
Enclosure shall be of heavy gauge Galvanneal cold rolled steel with baked enamel finish. All mounting hardware
shall be stainless steel.
Indoor enclosure shall have a screened cover with maximum openings of 1/2”. Outdoor enclosure shall have a
solid heavy gauge top cover, slightly overhung to prevent ingress of rain or sleet.
CSA Approved Low-Voltage
Separate external terminal junction boxes shall be provided for termination of the neutral conductor and the
ground conductor. All of the other requirements outlined above shall be met.
5.2.2 Medium-Voltage (Above 600 V to 5,000 V)
The frame of the enclosure shall be made from structural steel angle, welded together, or heavy gauge steel,
bolted together, with stainless-steel hardware. The top of the enclosure shall be solid, slightly overhung and
sloped. It shall be embossed with stiffening ribs.
The enclosure shall have forged eyebolts in each corner for lifting purposes. The bottom of the enclosure shall
be screened with expanded or perforated metal with openings of 1/2” or less. This screening shall be welded or
bolted in and is not removable. It shall be elevated 4” to 6” above the base of the unit.
Bolt-on side covers on all four sides shall be louvered. Screened covers may be furnished for certain
applications. Stainless-steel hardware shall be used. Louvered or screened openings shall not exceed 1/2”. An
aluminum nameplate, riveted to one side cover, shall show the manufacturer and the complete rating.
Painted enclosures shall be suitably sanded, cleaned, primed and painted. Stainless steel and aluminum
enclosures (in particular) shall be protected from scratching during manufacture, assembly and shipment.
5.3 Specification for Zigzag Grounding Transformers
Scope
This specification covers the design, manufacture and testing of low and medium voltage Zigzag grounding
transformers for use with Neutral Grounding Resistors (NGR) for installation indoors or outdoors onto a concrete
pad or power transformer.
Applicable Standards
The transformer shall be designed, manufactured and tested as per the latest revisions of IEEE-32.
Transformer
The transformer shall be a three-phase, dry type, air-cooled auto transformer with each phase having two
windings connected in a Zigzag configuration. It shall have class “B” insulation up to 2400 volts or class “H”
insulation above 2400 volts. The transformer shall be continuously rated for the charging current of the system on
which it is being applied, it shall also have the same current and “on” time rating as that of the NGR with which it
is being applied.
Insulation class maximum temperature rise shall not be exceeded at these currents and “on” times.

Ratings
The grounding transformer shall be rated at 000 V line to line, 000A [cont/10sec/extended].
Enclosure
5.3.1 Low-Voltage (600 V or less)
The Zigzag transformer may be combined with the NGR and mounted in one enclosure where the continuous
rating does not exceed 5 amps. The enclosure shall be of heavy gauge Galvanneal cold rolled steel with baked
enamel finish. All mounting hardware shall be stainless steel. Indoor enclosure shall have a screened cover with
maximum openings of 1/2”.
Outdoor enclosure shall have a solid heavy gauge top cover slightly overhung.
CSA Approved Low-Voltage
Separate external terminal junction boxes shall be provided for termination of the three line conductors and the
ground conductor.
5.3.2 Medium-Voltage (Above 600 V to 5,000 V)
The frame of the enclosure shall be made from structural steel angle, welded together, or heavy gage steel,
bolted together with stainless-steel hardware. The top of the enclosure shall be solid, slightly overhung and
sloped. It shall be embossed with stiffening ribs. The enclosure shall have forged eyebolts in each corner for
lifting purposes.
The bottom of the enclosure shall be screened with expanded or perforated metal with openings of 1/2” or less.
This screening shall be welded or bolted in and is not removable. It shall be elevated 4” to 6” above the base of
the unit. Bolt-on side covers on all four sides shall be louvered. Screened covers may be furnished for certain
applications. Stainless-steel hardware shall be used. Louvered or screened openings shall not exceed 1/2”.
An aluminum nameplate, riveted to one side cover, shall show the manufacturer and the complete rating. Painted
enclosures shall be suitably sanded, cleaned, primed, and painted. Stainless steel and aluminum enclosures (in
particular) shall be protected from scratching during manufacture, assembly, and shipment.

6. Product listing
I-GARD PRODUCTS
Sleuth

Gemini

Sentinel

Gardian

NGR Enclosed

X

X

X

X

GF Alarm

X

X

X

X

GF Pulsing

X

X

X

X

Resistor Monitoring

X

X

X

Dual Path Resistor

X

X

Feeder Indication

X

X

2nd Fault Protection

X

X

Arc Flash Mitigation

X

6.1 Neutral Grounding Resistors- Technical Information
Neutral Grounding Resistor: open frame, available to OEMs for mounting in their own enclosure. Specify line
to neutral voltage 120V to 8kV, rated current and the time duty (continuous, extended, 60 secs or 10 secs) for
horizontal mounting.
For additional optional items or special orientation and mounting, send us an email at sales@i-gard.com

6.2 Neutral Grounding Resistor: In Enclosure
Specify voltage and current and type of enclosure (indoor, outdoor) as well as resistor rated duty (continuous,
short time rated, 60 secs, 10 secs). Available from 120 V to 8 kV and current ratings of 1 A to 1000 A.
Cat Number: NGR – XXXX-X-X-XX
					NGR - XXXX - X - X - XX

N1 = Indoor
N2 = Indoor drip poof
N3R = Outdoor

SYSTEM VOLTS
277 for V L-L = 480 V AC
347 for V L-L = 600 V AC
1390 for V L-L = 2400 V AC
2400 for V L-L - 4160 V AC
8000 for V L-L = 13.8 KV

C = Continuous
E = Extended
60s = 60 sec rated
10s = 10 sec rated

Let-through in Amperes
Standard enclosure is cold rolled steel painted ANSI 61 Grey. For other finishes, enclosures and optional items
please contact I-Gard.
6.3 Artificial Neutrals
For Delta connected transformers or where transformer neutral is not available. This provides a combination of
Zigzag transformer and Neutral Grounding Resistor.
Cat Number: DDAI-X-XXX
					DDAI - X - XXX

Amps Let-Through
1= 1 A
2= 2 A
5= 5 A
10 = 10 A

004 for 480 V L-L
006 for 600 V L-L
024 for 2400 V L-L

6.4 OHMNI (Multi Rated NGR)
Covers 208 V, 480 V and 600 V applications, selectable let through current of 1, 2, or 5 amps in CSA 3 floor mount
enclosure. Suitable for indoor or outdoor application.
Cat Numbers: OHMNI
					OHMNI-PM

Optional Pulsing Module

6.5 Stoplight
Neutral grounding resistor and alarm function in wall mounted CSA 1 enclosure.
Cat Number: SL-XXXX-XX
						SL-XXXX-XX

Stoplight System
System Volts
277 for V L-L = 480 VAC
347 for V L-L = 600 VAC
1390 for V L-L = 2400 VAC
2400 for V L-L = 4160 VAC

Maximum Continuous
Let-Through Current
1 for 1 A
2 for 2 A
3 for 3 A
4 for 4 A
5 for 5 A
10 for 10 A

6.6 Multi-Rated Stoplight
Covers 208 V, 480 V and 600 V applications, selectable let through current of 1, 2, or 5 amps in CSA 1 enclosure.
It has a provision for plug-in pulsing control using portable adapter.
Cat Numbers: SL-MR (Multi-rated Stoplight) PAK (Pulsing Adapter Kit)

6.7 Gemini
NGR with dual redundant ground paths, ground current alarm, resistor monitoring. Available for up to 4160 V line
to line.
Cat Number: GS-XXXX-XX-XX
Time Rating
						GS-XXXX-XX-XX

Gemini System

System Volts
277 for V L-L = 480 VAC
347 for V L-L = 600 VAC
1390 for V L-L = 2400 VAC
2400 for V L-L = 4160 VAC

Continuous
10 10s.
30 30s.
Any other rating

Maximum Continuous LetThrough Current
1 for 1 A
2 for 2 A
3 for 3 A
4 for 4 A
5 for 5 A
10 for 10 A
XX= for user defined current

6.8 Sleuth
NGR, ground fault alarm indication, ammeter for ground fault let-through current, voltmeter to show voltage rise
of the neutral, and pulsing control system in wall mounted enclosure for up to 600 V and floor mounted enclosure
for 4160 V, 10 A or less.
Cat Number: PS-XXXX-XX
					PS-XXXX-XX

Pulsing System
System Volts
277 for V L-L = 480 VAC
347 for V L-L = 600 VAC
1390 for V L-L = 2400 VAC
2400 for V L-L = 4160 VAC

Maximum Continuous
Let-Through Current
1 for 1 A
2 for 2 A
3 for 3 A
4 for 4 A
5 for 5 A
10 for 10 A

7. glossary of terms
Neutral Grounding Resistor
A suitably rated power resistor that is connected between the neutral of a transformer (or generator) and the
system ground. It serves to limit fault currents and prevent damage to the equipment.
Rated Voltage
The rms voltage, at rated frequency, which may be impressed between the terminals of the device under standard
operating conditions for rated time without exceeding the limitations established by these standards. For the
Neutral Grounding Resistor, this is equal to the line-to-neutral voltage. The line-to-neutral voltage is simply the
line-to-line (system) voltage divided by 1.732. For Zigzag transformers the system voltage is the rated voltage.
Rated Time
The time during which the device will carry its rated thermal current under standard operating conditions without
exceeding the limitations established by these standards. The various “on” times established by IEEE-32 are
shown in Table 1, on page 2.
Rated Time Temperature Rise
The maximum temperature rise above ambient attained by the winding of a device as the result of the flow of
rated thermal current under standard operating conditions, for rated time and with a starting temperature equal to
the steady-state temperature. It may be expressed as an average or a hot winding rise. The allowable temperature
rises for various “on” times, as established by IEEE-32 are shown in Table 1.
Short Time Rating
(Of a grounding device) A rated time of ten minutes or less.

Extended Time Rating
A rated time in which the time period is greater than the time required for the temperature rise to become
constant but is limited to a specified average number of day’s operation per year.
Rated Continuous Current
The current expressed in amperes (RMS), that the device can carry continuously under specified service
conditions without exceeding the allowable temperature rise.
Resistor Element
A resistor element is the conducting unit which functions to limit the current flow to a predetermined value.
Usually a helical coiled, edgewound, or serpentine folded ribbon of stainless steel alloy.
Standoff Insulator
A glazed porcelain or epoxy body with threaded inserts in the top and bottom. The insulators serve to
mechanically connect mounting frames to enclosures, or one mounting frame to the next, while still providing
electrical isolation. The body of the insulator is typically corrugated to provide a longer creepage distance to
prevent tracking.
Station Post Insulator
Similar to the standoff type insulator, but usually has two threaded studs on top and bottom and is rated for
higher voltages than the standoff type.
Cap and Pin Type Insulator
Also called Petticoat insulators because of the porcelain “skirt” around the “pin” base. The bottom flange has
four mounting holes while the top has four threaded inserts. The units can be bolted together in a stack.
Bushing
A high voltage terminal connection, which isolates the conductor from the grounded sheet metal, surface through
which the bushing passes. Sometimes called “entrance” and “exit” bushings.
Insulating Bushing
A Phenolic strain relief grommet to prevent chaffing of a power cable as it passes through a sheet metal panel.
Held in place with a conduit lock ring.
Grounded Safety Enclosure
A grounded enclosure which provides protection of the resistors from birds and rodents while preventing accidental
contact of live or high temperature parts by personnel. May have side or top mounted entrance bushing.
Support or Elevating Stand
An angle frame stand used to elevate the entire grounding resistor and enclosure. This may be for safety
purposes to prevent personnel from reaching live parts, or may be to facilitate connection to a transformer.
Grounding Transformer
A transformer that is used to provide a neutral point for grounding purposes. It may be a single phase transformer
such as used to reflect high resistance grounding for a generator, or it may be a special Wye - Delta or Zigzag
transformer used to artificially create a neutral point on a Delta or 3 wire Wye system which has no neutral.
have one, two or four holes and is usually drilled for NEMA connectors.

8. Summary
This booklet is intended to provide the reader with an overview of the benefits and proper applications of Neutral
Grounding Resistors. Should you have any specific questions or concerns which have not been answered, or if
you require pricing information, please contact us at:
I-Gard Corporation
7686 Bath Road, Mississauga, Ontario L4T 1L2
Phone: (905) 673-1553
Fax: (905) 673-8472
Toll Free: 1-888-737-4787
www.i-gard.com
info@i-gard.com
Dimensions and weights available on request.
For detailed information on other high quality products from I-Gard, please phone, fax, or write us.

While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this document. I-Gard
assumes no responsibility for any errors or omissions. The contents are provided for the guidance of qualified
personnel only, and I-Gard assumes no liability for any applications arising from the use, or misuse, of the
material contained therein. This document is subject to change as required without notice.
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